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Abstract— In India, agriculture field is the mother of all 

cultures. This is a global agricultural economy. Due to 

uneven climate conditions, the crops are affected, Because of 

that agricultural yield is decreasing. Therefore to avoid this, 

we are designing a project to detect the crop diseases using 

image processing. In this project we detect different diseases 

on pomegranate. In this, firstly we capture the image using a 

web cam and do image pre-processing on that. Secondly, we 

perform the process of color moments on the resized image. 

Thirdly, we extract its features using texture feature. Lastly, 

using Minimum Distance Classifier the features are classified 

with database and finally we detect the diseases.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the commercial fruits in India is pomegranate. It is 

known as a drought tolerant crop. This fruit is having high 

medicinal value compared to other fruit. Farmers observe 

symptoms of diseases on fruit but they cannot diagnose it. 

Expert can easily diagnose the diseases on fruit but the 

detection of disease is done manually. It will take time for 

detection of diseases on fruit, because of this huge loss of fruit 

takes place. Because of that automatic fruit disease detection 

system is needed. 

We select pomegranate fruit for automatic disease 

detection. This fruit is mainly affected by bacterial blight, 

anthracnose and causes a major loss to the farmer. Bacterial 

blight on pomegranate affects leaves, twigs, and fruits. 

Firstly, spots are black and round and surrounded by bacterial 

ooze. Under favourable conditions, spots enlarge to become 

raised and dark brown lesions with indefinite margins that 

cause the fruit to break. The disease causes huge yield 

reduction upto 90%. In Anthracnose, mature fruits develop 

spots, initially they are circular later becoming irregular, 

brown to dark brown covering the fruit partly or fully with 

sunken centres. 

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

 
Fig. 1: 

A. Image Database: 

The first step in this approach is creating the normal and 

different pomegranate diseases image database. In image 

database, totally 25 image samples of each diseases are 

stored. 

B. Input Image: 

By using digital web cam capture real time pomegranate fruit 

images of different diseases like Bacterial blight, 

Anthracnose. As well as capture the normal fruit image also.  

C. Image Preprocessing: 

By using digital web camera wecaptured pomegranate fruit 

images, so size of captured imageis very large. Image resizing 

isdone in the image pre-processing module. All images are 

resized to 250 *250 px. 

D. Segmentation: 

In image segmentation color moments model are used. In 

color moments we convert resized RGB image into HSV 

color model. In that, we have found the mean and standard 

deviation of image.    

E. Feature Extraction: 

In this phase we extract features. This are used to determine 

the meaning of a given sample. Some of the features are 

color, shape and texture. Our project uses Gabor filter to 

calculate texture feature. 

 Gabor filter  
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A set of features are computed from the response of the image 

samples to the Gabor filters. They are unichannel features 

given by 

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜃, ∅) = exp (−
𝑥2 + 𝑦2

𝜎2
) exp(2𝜋𝜃𝑖(𝑥𝑐𝑜𝑠∅

+ 𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛∅)) 

F. Recognition & Classification:  

The recognition process consists of two phases, image 

database and classification. Classification of images is done 

by using MDC (minimum distance classifier). 

III. RESULT 

A. Normal Fruit Image: 

 
Fig. 2:  

B. Bacterial Blight Disease Image:   

 
Fig. 3:  

C. Anthracnose Disease Image: 

 
Fig. 4: 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this purposed approach, we capture real time pomegranate 

fruit images. Next, we do the image processing operation like 

pre processing, color moment, texture feature and minimum 

distance classifier. Using all this operation we classify the test 

image with image database and detect pomegranate fruit 

diseases. 
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